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Helping Drillers &
supporting communities

 
Our “Every Bit Helps” initiative donates

proceeds from every Dimatec drill bit
sold to organizations working to improve
the quality of life for many. Join us - let's

make a difference together.
 

Thank you for partnering with us. 
Every bit helps.

 
“We know only too well that what we are
doing is nothing more than a drop in the
ocean. But if the drop were not there, the

ocean would be missing something.”
 

― Mother Teresa



DRILLERSDRILLERS

PROJECTPROJECT

With Drillers Project you’ll get a discount,

since it is a cost-sharing project with the aim

of helping you try new products and find

what truly works for you.

First Shipping will be on us! 

Custom Technology is at your reach,

anything you need, we can make it! And the

package will be all customized for your

project and with specific parameters of

operation just for you.

Information Exchange is key to set both

parties up for success. We want to listen and

keep getting better.

This is just a starting point to find the perfect

fit. Drillers Project is so much more than drill

bits.

DRILLERS WANT BIT LIFEDRILLERS WANT BIT LIFEDRILLERS WANT BIT LIFE

MORE METERS DRILLEDMORE METERS DRILLEDMORE METERS DRILLED

"The succesful trial results of the bit prove this bit
to be a serious alternative to our current bit of
choice at our mine".

"I have a result from a new client in Northern
Ontario. Their last bit went 60 or 80 meters and
with Dimatec bits 212 meter! Good production
Thank You

North America 

"The meters drilled were above the norm and we
were well within and even under budget lets say..."

Canada

"We had a good wear on the crown, the meters
achieved are also worth commenting on being
consistently all right around the 300'm. We're happy
and the reaming shells are also performing well. 

North America 

Australia

TESTIMONIALS

Follow us on Social Media for our Driller's
Giveaway Coming Soon!

 Dimatec Inc.         @dimatec_inc


